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PARLOR SUITES, 

T^Wv^ffl^i^l 
By N. S. Stowell. 
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HB critical observer who looks 

Ygj?S SKr^ through the stocks of fine furni 

^T\ HcL. 
ture in- the warerooms of pur 

:^f dsP leading manufacturers, cannot 

<| 
fail to note the almost entire 

-I absence of walnut in all of the 

>/ /? more expensive grades of goods. 
W- In its place are mahogany, 

'):{ ./ cherry, either in natural or 
t::.' .'. ; stained finish,- and oak in 

tv,':/!3iiWri'ii^:^.ifi fbfr-styleiQOm as antique, which finish is 

^.-^gjtaen ft by applying a coat of dark oily polish and rubbing 

|gV:'^'iintQ.'the grain of the wood, the porous parts absorbing 

H&";>Sn^?oJ6rand giving the old appearance that connoisseurs so 
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. .MahoganyvIsjkhe favpnte wood for ail of the finest work and 

Ij^lj^^ usually; carved or turned, or the pieces 

W$-^^J&?M&&:flf-^w^':a,cpinika:tion 
of'both styles. This wood 

pSI^St 7er^.mji^? ,n)Lp*e durable tiian. walnut, which gradually lost 

favor on account of its tendency to split, manufacturers finding 
; it almost impossible so to construct parlor furniture that it . 

would not break in long slivers upon rather slight provocation. 
/'' The fine, firm grain of mahogany is therefore much better suited 

to "such purposes, and is beside much more effective when hand 
. somely carved. It takes a high polish, arid is exceptionally ele 

gant and durable, as is proven by the age of certain old mahog 
any pieces that have come down through generations. Walnut 
will riot bear so much wear or such rough handling, and very 

old walnut pieces in good order is extremely rare. In the estab 
lishments where the better grade of goods is manufactured every 
attention possible is given to workmanship which shall insure 
durability. Some years ago there was a tendency toward slight-' 
ing goods of this sort, trying for effect rather than for long 

wearing qualities, but this has been altogether given over in the . 
best houses, and the purchaser is certain of getting excellent 
articles if they bear the name of any one of half a dozen first 
class makers. 

Among the most striking novelties is a suit in carved mahog 
any without upholstery of any sort. The wood is very highly 
polished, and is designed for independent cushions. There is a 
rather long settee, with a portion of the seat slightly hollowed 
out at each end. The back is double and elaborately carved, 
the wide rail being sustained by two broad curved standards in 
a sort of hour-glass shape. This back is in two sections and 
connected by a carved bar. The arms are rather light and curve 
from the 'back around to the front corner posts* which are 

straight, and are finished in the most intricate round and square 
turning. The piece that runs across the front, below the edge 
of the seat, is very elaborately carved and turned, in graduated 
rings. There are two arm chairs to match, the design being 
precisely like one half of the settee. With^mdependent.cushions, . 
tied with heavy satin ribbon, this is one of the" niost attractive 
of novelties. The cushions are made of plush, are.about three 
inqhes thick, and are made in box shape, with cord edges. 

- 

New all-over covered furniture is exceptionally elegant. A 
favorite style is done in plush, and the new and elaborately 
figured tapestry that is just now preferred to all other materials 
for high class coverings. Other suits are done in plain or watered 
plush, the latter being very heavy fine goods, with very slight 
pressure lines produced by calendering, the rollers being just 
sufficiently heated to cause the slightest depression on the surface 
of the pile. This effect is shown in waves and ripples, and is an 
excellent imitation of the watered appearance seen on silks, and 
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with which all are familiar. The prevailing fashion approves of 
the use of a single color where plush alone is used, and although 

many suites are seen with combinations of color, one shade being 
used in the seat and another on the border or puffing, this is 
not considered as desirable as the single color. The very rich 
tapestries are ordinarily used with plush border or puffings, 
some of which are most artistically arranged. 

One suite has attracted particular attention, not only on ac 
count of its elegance of design, but for the perfect arrangement 
of color and the quality of the material. The sofa, which is 
somewhat larger than the styles heretofore in demand, is low, 

with a broad seat, full stuffed arms, with flat upper edge and a 
back rounding, abruptly up from the arms and almost straight 
across the upper edge, there being but the slightest depression 
in the middle. The entire edge is done in plush, which is set on 

with a heavy fancy cord at either margin. The back and seat 
are in elegant tapestry, laid on smoothly, and edged with cord. 
The specially attractive feature of this suite is the finish of the 
lower edge. A strip of plush about half a breadth in width is 
draped along the edge of the seat and caught up at regular in 

tervals, so as to make four puffs on the length of the front. At 
each point where the plush is drawn together, are several cords 
that pass over and around the piece to hold it in place. In the 
widest part, the puff is about five or six inches wide, narrowing 
to about three inches where the cords pass over. Around the 
lower edge of this puffing is set a very deep heavy bullion fringe, 

which follows the outline of the puff, and is thereby given a 

scalloped effect on the lower edge. Over this bullion is draped 
a very rich and elegant cord, ball and tassel fringe, made of silk 
in the colors of the tapestry. This frieze is so long that it al 

most reaches the floor. There are three chairs in this suite, one 

large, with full arms that extend nearly to the front of the seat, 
another with half arms, and a third with straight back and no 
arms at all. The form, cover and finish of the chairs are iden 
tical with the sofa, except that there are two puffs across the 
front instead of four. The backs on the outside are covered 

with tapestry to match the seats and front. 
This particularized description is given to enable the ingen 

ious housekeeper who lives remote from upholsteries, to dress up 
her parlor furniture with puffs and fringe if the edges have 
grown shabby or faded. A very good way is to put the plush 
to be draped up over the worn edge, securing it fast, which can 

readily be done by putting it wrong side out, using a curved 

needle, and then turning the plush down over the edge. In this 
case drape it with cords, and although only one edge will be 

scallopped the effect will be very satisfactory. 

Very stylish and* handsome suites are shown with perfectly 
round backs to the chairs and the sofa or divan. The design is 
a section of wood about two feet in diameter and from one and 
one half to two inches thick. This is carved in solid and sawed 
work, the edges being turned and surface carved in exquisite 
design. The 
top, inside 
of the heavy 
rim, is sawed 
out in fancy 
pattern, and 
a f t e r w ards 
carved upon 
the open 
work or lat 
tice portion. 
The medal 
ion back 
cushions are 
round; there 
are two of 
them on the 
back of the 

6?TT?B jjp 
sofa with a light carved panel between; the seat is flat and 
smoothly carved. This is one of the most popular patterns of 
the season, and is being reproduced in several materials and 
various woods. The origiual is heavy solid mahogany. There 
are six pieces in this style, sofa, two arm chairs, a corner chair, 
and two side chairs without arms. 

Very attractive suits are made of plush and natural cherry. 
The most popular and suitable shade of plush for this purpose 
is in a deep rich ruby, which harmonizes admirably with the 
redish yellow of the cherry, producing one of the most fashion 
able of the season's combinations of colors. The seats are covered 
plainly and have corded edges. The arms are made of square 
spindles or bars set in a cross piece below, and covered with 
plush on the upper rail. The carved back is supported by square 
posts at the corners, and spindles set upon the upper edge of a 
carved and lattice panel that fills the middle of the back. There 
are two handsome large arm chairs, one with round plush medal 
ions, the other with a carved panel like the middle of the sofa. 

Two side chairs, without arms, have respectively the carved 
panel and plush medalion back. An elegant suite in mahogany 
has coverings of pale olive and poppy red, each piece complete 
in its own color. The sofa is red, the arm chairs are one red and 
one olive, the side chairs are in each color. 
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